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When I applied for this trip, I was not expecting to get in. I didn’t, initially, and my 
disappointment was much stronger than I had expected. Sadly, it wasn’t until then that I 
was able to fully contemplate the amazing opportunities I was missing out on. After a 
couple days of sulking, I received a surprising and exciting email that I was accepted in the 
second round of applications for the Turkey Trip! Yay! Turkey brought back memories if 
history textbooks discussing the clashing of religions in the Hagia Sofia, Constantinople, 
and its powerful place in the modern world. These fragments of information though, were 
intermixed with stories told and retold by my old Cypriot relatives explaining the brutal 
and unjust invasion of “the old country”, as they say. Although I never felt as strongly as 
some of my extended family, I knew I would have to face my slight prejudice. With that, and 
many cautions from my Yiayia, I began my journey on June 14, 2011.  

My first impression of the country was chaotic swarms of people, sounding and 
looking very similar to their Cypriot neighbors. Religion and shopping, it seemed, were 
central to the Istanbul lifestyle. Although foreign, and a bit offsetting at first, being 
surrounded by religion became comfortable eventually. Daily calls to prayer and minarets 
in the skyline came to symbolize not only the rich history, but the unity of the people. A 
unity that is difficult for a native of a country like the United States to understand unless 
immersed in it. Even as we explored the contrasting cultures and landscapes of each new 
place, these familiarities were constant.  

I’ll admit, I was at first skeptical of what would come of the odd assortment of 
juniors and seniors (even after our wildly successful attempts at skyping). The messiness 
and chaos of a traveling group of teenagers resulted in a lot of emotional volatility. But it 
was in this vulnerable and frazzled state that strong bonds were formed, seen time after 
time in Hathaway Browns expeditions. After being introduced, the Turkish students were 
quickly absorbed into our (kind of cult-y) family-like structure. We found that beyond 
connecting through discussions of world politics and religion, we shared more personal 
thoughts in our teenaged minds. We had the same questions, worries, and curiosities about 
our futures, things teenagers wonder if even their friends at home relate to. In addition, I 
found comfort in my shared view of the Turkish conflict with Cyprus. One evening, Kaan 
and I sat on a balcony and lost track of time, sharing anecdotes of the shared customs, 
attitudes, and even specific food dishes of our countries. It was so long, in fact, that I 
returned to find my precious ipod touch lonely and cracked on the floor of the hotel room. 
Thankfully, I had insurance.  

On the final day of the trip, I was packing late at night (staying true to my 
procrastination habits). The local live music drifted through the windows with the breeze, 
now a familiar melody from our first few nights in the very same hotel. With this familiarity 
I sensed the connection I had forged with this country. I wouldn’t call it a new home, but 
the subtle comfort the music brought showed part of me had found a place in Turkey.  


